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ABSTÎL\CT
Large Scale Database M odeling: 




Dr. Kazem Taghva. Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Computer Science 
University of Las Vegas. Nevada
This thesis is concerned with the team efforts to develop a large database to track 
medical information. Entity relational model approach is taken to study an extensive 
set of forms for structure discovery. This approach has led to thousands of attributes 
and hundreds of entities and relationships. .\ meta-database is used to manipulate 
this data  for further design.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Until recently, keeping medical records in paper files was the only way to create 
a medical record repository. Since a persons medical records has to be kept a t least 
for his/her lifetime, the total number of personal medical record in each institute can 
easily grow to be very large. Locating a patients file is very inefficient and time- 
consuming. W ith the advent of electronic means for sharing information, it becomes 
feasible to store medical d a ta  electronically, which could be much more accessible, 
more useful, and more timely to the physicians and medical professionals.
The creation of this electronic medical data  system requires a large database 
system that can create, add. revise and retrieve a specific file. The main goal of the 
occupational medical records project is to design a system specific to occupational 
medicine that takes as input hard copy medical da ta  and produces correct, queryable 
medical information. The technologies involved include optical character recognition 
(OCR), image processing, form recognition, database and interface display. The 
process of this medical capture and retrieval system is:
1. The information from the forms is extracted using form and OCR recognition, 
and save it in a database.
2. Modeling the database requires the use of object relational concepts modeled 
using extended entity relationship diagram (EER).
3. Once the information is in the database, it can be queried and modified as:
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electronic medical chart, patient information and image of form, editable patient 
record form.
The first things needed in this project is to capture all the medical record data , to 
examine related technologies, and to autom ate the d a ta  capture process. In the d a ta  
capturing process, the hard copy pages of the medical record is converted to electronic 
form. The scanning and OCR (optical character recognition) technologies[l9] are 
used for this purpose. The hard copies of medical record are digitized by scanners. 
In digitizing a hard copy page, the scanner senses the variations in light intensity, 
the patterns in the input page, which become analog signals. These analog signals 
are then digitized into digital images which are represented as matrices of Is and Os 
th a t replicate the hard copy. The most im portant thing in this step is the quality 
of the scanned image[21][22), it directly offects the processing steps followed, such as 
recognition. Close attention needs to be paid to the characteristics of the hard copy 
and to the scanning process so that flaws in the image are minimized.
The medical record data  being dealt with in this project can be summarized as a 
collection of hundreds of unique forms with millions of instances. .\n  instance can be 
some pre-printed information representing labels for fields in the form. \ n  instance 
can also be user-filled information which can be typed, hand written, or check marked 
by patient, physician, witness, technician, official etc. Only instances with user-filled 
in information are considered in this project. The initial processes in d a ta  capturing 
in the system are image processing and forms classification. Each form in the patients 
file belongs to a specific category (tabs) such as .A.udio. EKGs. etc.
OCR is specifically the technique that recognizes machine printed characters which 
may or may not be a component of a  particular form. For real forms recognition, 
more techniques may be involved, usually they include several recognition modules: 
handprint recognition or intelligent character recognition (ICR), optical mark recog­
nition (OMR), barcode recognition and possibly handw ritten recognition. In such a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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complete forms recognition system, zones on the form are identified and bound to the 
appropriate recognition module. Thus data , in almost any form, can be recognized.
The data, when recognized from the forms, is stored in the database. Because of 
the complexity of the datas relationships, the database requires a more complicated 
representation. For the medical record database system, object relational model which 
embodies the features that are not easily described in a traditional relationship (ER) 
diagram should be considered.
The form processing capability of .\dobes Portable Document Format can be used 
for a PDF display interface. In an editable fashion, the field data  is acquired from the 
patient forms and stored into the database. The PDF file generated from the system 
is an image of the form ( can be obtained from a blank form), with field values filled 
in its correct positions. This display system has the ability to edit all the fields in a 
form, which is actually a query interface that allow the user to type queries (known 
field values) directly into the form, and all other related information for that form 
can then be searched, located and displayed.
The Electronic Medical Chart of a  patient should appear as they would in the 
hardcopy folder with some patient forms on the left and some on the right. The 
viewer can then determine what aspect of the patient they want to investigate from 
various pull-down menus, such documents dealing with X-rays, or audiograms, etc. 
Once a query, such as patient's name, has been subm itted, all patient files relevant 
to that query are displayed.
For a patient information and form image query, once a form is selected, an image 
of the form is displayed along with the patient ID. employment location, and first 
and last name. This image may be enlarged and the OCR text corresponding to the 
image can be viewed[20|.
This work is concentrated on the establishment of an ER and EER model for our 
system. The ER model is one of the most used techniques in database development.
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It is advisable to start with an ER model for a complex database system, which 
naturally becomes the backbone of the real system.
In building the ER model, a  subset of ninety-five distinct personal medical records 
in forms is used as the sample data. Based on these initial d a ta  pretreatm ent, re­
lationships between entities are established. Finally, the established ER model is 
represented using UML (Uniform Modeling Language).
In chapter two. the theoretical background of data modeling and the ER model 
are expounded. The explanation of the data  model, the methodology of creating a 
data  model, the design process, the requirements analysis, the components of the 
data  model, and the importance of data  modeling along with the properties and the 
basic constructs of ER modeling are explained. Chapter 3 is the heart of this thesis 
with detailed explanation of a ttribu te , entity and relationship discovery. Chapter 4 
of this thesis is the conclusion and consideration of future work.
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CHAPTER 2
ENTITY RELATIONSHIP DATA MODEL 
Database design has been accomplished with a variety of approaches, including 
top-down, bottom -up, and combined methodologies. The traditional approach has 
been a low-level bottom -up activity synthesizing da ta  elements into normalized re­
lations using the inter-data element dependencies resulting from the requirements 
analysis, .\lthough the traditional process is vital to the design of databases, its com­
plexity can be overwhelming to the point where practical designer often do not bother 
to master it or even use it with any regularity. In practice, typically a  few basic rela­
tions are defined by the requirements analysis process, and then a combination of the 
top-down and bottom -up approach is used. The combined approach has recently be­
come much more popular, because of the introduction of a well established conceptual 
design tool, the entity-relationship model into this process. The entity-relationship 
(ER) model has been most successful as a  tool for communication between the de­
signer and the end user during the requirement analysis and conceptual design phases 
because of its ease of understanding and its convenience in représentât ion [ 10|.
W hat is A D ata Model 
.\ data model is a conceptual representation of the data  structures that are re­
quired by a database. The data  stnictures include the data objects, the associations 
between data  objects, and the rules which govern operations on the objects. .A.S the 
name implies, the da ta  model focuses on what da ta  is required and how it should be 
organized rather than what operations will be performed on the data. . \  da ta  model
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is independent of hardware or software constraints. R ather than try to represent the 
d ata  as a database would see it, the d a ta  model focuses on representing the da ta  
as the user sees it in the “real world” . It serves as a  bridge between the concepts 
th a t make up real-world events and processes and the physical representation of those 
concepts in a database.
Methodology
There are two m ajor methodologies used to create a d a ta  model: the Entity- 
Relationship (ER) approach and the Object Model. This thesis uses the Entity- 
Relationship approach.
Database Design 
The design process roughly follows five steps:





The data  model is one part of the conceptual design process.
Data modeling must be preceded by planning and analysis. Planning defines the 
goals of the database, explains why the goals are im portant, and sets out the path 
by which the goals will be reached, .\nalysis involves determining the requirements 
of the database. This is typically done by examining existing documentation and 
inter\'iewing users.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
D ata Modeling as P art of Database Design
The data  model is one part of the conceptual design process. The da ta  model 
focuses on what data  should be stored in the database. The data  model is used to 
design the relational tables. Data modeling is proceeded by planning and analysis. 
The effort devoted to this stage is proportional to the scope of the database. The 
planning and analysis of a database intended to serve the needs of an enterprise will 
require more effort than one intended to serve a small workgroup.
The information needed to build a  d a ta  model is gathered during the requirements 
analysis, .\lthough not formally considered part of the data modeling stage by some 
methodologies, in reality the requirement analysis and the diagramming part of the 
data  model are done at the same time.
Requirements .Analysis 
The goals of the requirements analysis are:
1. to determine the data requirements of the database in terms of primitive objects
2. to classify and describe the information about these objects
3. to identify and classify the relationships among the objects
4. to identify' rules governing the integrity of the data
Information needed for the requirement analysis can be gathered in several ways:
1. review of existing documents - such documents include existing forms and re­
ports. written guidelines, job descriptions, personal narratives, and memoranda. 
Paper documentation is a good way to become familiar with the organization 
or activity you need to m odel[ll|.
2. interviews with end users - these can be a combination of indiv idual or group
meetings. Try to keep group sessions to under five or six people. If possible.
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try to have everyone with the same function in one meeting. Use a blackboard, 
hip charts, or overhead transparencies to record information gathered from the 
interviews.
3. review of existing autom ated systems - if the organization already has an auto­
m ated system, review the system design specifications and docum entation
In this thesis, the first method is used for the requirement analysis.
The requirements analysis is usually done at the same time as the data  modeling. 
.A.S information is collected, data  objects are identified and classified as either entities, 
attributes, or relationships; They are assigned names: and defined using terms familiar 
to the end-users. The objects are then modeled and analyzed using a diagram. If the 
model is not correct, it is modified, which sometimes requires additional information 
to be collected. The review and edit cycle continues until the model is certified as 
correct.
.\n  effective data  model completely and accurately represents the d a ta  require­
ments of the end users. It is simple enough to be understood by the end user yet 
detailed enough to be used by a database designer to build the database. The model 
eliminates redundant data, it is independent of any hardware and software constraints, 
and can be adapted to changing requirements with a  minimum of effort. D ata mod­
eling is a bottom  up process.
Components of . \  Data Model
The d a ta  model gets its inputs from the planning and analysis stage. Here the 
analysts collect information about the requirements of the database by reviewing 
existing documentation (The sample set used in this thesis is hundreds of medical 
record forms).
The d a ta  model has two outputs. The first is a diagram which represents the data  
structures in a pictorial form. Because the diagram is easily learned, it is a valuable
Reproduced witli permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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tool to communicate the model to  the end-user. The second component is a d a ta  
document. This document describes in detail the d a ta  objects, relationships, and 
rules required by the database.
Why is Data Modeling Im portant?
Data modeling is probably the most labor intensive and time consuming part of the 
development process. Why bother especially if you are pressed for time? A common 
response by practitioners who write on the subject is th a t you should no more build 
a database without a model than you should build a house without blueprints.
The goal of the d a ta  model is to make sure tha t all data  objects required by the 
database are completely and accurately represented. Because the data model uses 
easily understood notations and natural language, it can be reviewed and verified as 
correct by the end-users.
The data  model is also detailed enough to be used by the database developers to 
use as a "blueprint” for building the physical database. The information contained in 
the d a ta  model will be used to define the relational tables, prim ary and foreign keys, 
stored procedures, and triggers. .A. poorly designed database will require more time in 
the long-term. W ithout careful planning you may create a database that omits data  
required to create critical reports, produces results th a t are incorrect or inconsistent, 
and is unable to accommodate changes in the user's requirements.
ER Modeling
Databases continue to become increasingly complex. To model, design, and main­
tain these complex databases, it is more im portant than ever to understand the 
structure of the data th a t had been used.
The Entity-Relation Model (ER) is the most common m ethod used to build d ata  
models for relational databases[I7].
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Entity-relationship (ER) modeling have traditionally been an essential part of the 
overall planning and maintenance of an organization's information resources[2|.
The Entity-Relation Model (ER) is the most common method used to build d 
a ta  models for relational databases[17]. The Entity-Relationship (ER) model was 
originally proposed by Peter in 1976 as a way to unify the network and relational 
database views. Simply stated, the ER model is a conceptual data  model th a t views 
the real world as entities and relationships. .A. basic component of the model is the 
Entity-Relationship diagram which is used to visually represent data  objects. Since 
Chen wrote his paper the model has been extended and today it is commonly used 
for database design. For the database designer, the utility of the ER model is:
1. it maps well to the relational model. The constructs used in the ER model can 
easily be transformed into relational tables.
2. it is simple and easy to understand with a minimum of training. Therefore, the 
model can be used by the database designer to communicate the design to the 
end user.
3. In addition, the model can be used as a design plan by the database developer 
to implement a data model in a specific database management software[17|.
Basic Constructs of ER Modeling
There are three basic notions that the ER data  model employs: attributes, entity 
sets, and relationship sets(3).
Attributes:
An attribu te  is any detail that serves to identify, qualify, classify, quantify, or 
otherwise express the state of an entity occurrence or a relationship. .Attributes are 
specific pieces of information which need to be known or held. An a ttribu te  is either 
required or optional. When it's required, we must have a value for it. a value must be
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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known for each entity occurrence. When it's optional, we could have a  value for it, 
a value may be known for each entity occurrence. The attributes reflect the need for 
the information they provide. In the analysis meeting, the participants should list as 
many attribu tes as possible. Later they can weed out those that are not applicable 
to the application, or those the client is not prepared to spend the resources on to 
collect and maintain. The participants come to an agreement on which a ttribu tes  
belong with an entity, as well as which attributes are required or optional.
.Attributes can be classified as below:
1. simple. .A simple attribu te  is an attribu te  composed of a single component w ith 
an independent existence. Simple attributes cannot be further subdivided into 
smaller components.
2. composite. An composite a ttribu te  is an attribute composed of multiple com­
ponents. each with an independent existence.
3. single-valued. .An single-valued attributes is an attribu te  that holds a  single 
value for each occurrence of an entity type.
4. multi-valued. An multi-valued attribu te  is an attribu te  that holds multiple 
values for each values for each occurrence of an entity type.
3. derived. .An derived a ttribu te  is an attribute that represents a value th a t is 
derivable from the value of a related attribu te  or set of attributes, not necessary 
in the same entity type.
6. Null attributes. A null value is used when an entity does not have a value for 
an attributel 17].
Keys:
.A. key is an attribute or collection of attributes. .Attributes can be classified as 
identifiers or descriptors. Identifiers, more commonly called keys, uniquely identify
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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an instance of an entity. A descriptor describes a non-unique characteristic of an 
entity instance.
Properties of key:
.A. key has two properties:
1. Unique identification. In each tuple of a relation the value of the key must 
uniquely identify that tuple.
2. Non-redundancy. No attribute in the key can be removed without destroying 
property 1.
W hat governs the selection of the primary key?
1. It should not be possible for an a ttribu te  to have an undefined value
2. The number of attributes should be a minimum.
Keys can be classified as below:
1. candidate key. .A. candidate key is the minimal number of attributes, whose 
value(s) uniquely identify each entity occurrence.
2. primary key. .An entity may have more than one candidate key. Primary key 
is a candidate key that is selected to uniquely identify each occurrence of an 
entity type.
3. composite key. In some cases, the key of an entity type is composed of several 
attributes, whose values together are unique for each entity occurrence but not 
separately [5].
Entities:
The next step in modeling is to identify the entities involved in that process. .An 
entity is a thing or object of significance to the business, whether real or imagined.
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about which the business must collect and m aintain data, or about which information 
needs to be known or held[16}
Entities are the things that hold particular interest for you in your database - you 
can think of them as the subjects' to be covered - but 'entity ' is a  more accurate 
term. They are a classification of things and should have a precise definition. They 
can be concrete things or abstractions. It is im portant to identify them because they 
are potentially the tables in the database[18].
Entities are the principal data  object about which information is to be collected. 
Entities are usually recognizable concepts, either concrete or abstract, such as person, 
address, things, or events which have relevance to the database. An entity is analogous 
to a table in the relational model[17).
Property of Entities:
The data  in any database represents a model of an entity in the real world. .All 
entities in the real world are unique. If they are not then they are not separate 
entities. When we design a table to contain data  about the real world we must 
extract sufficient features of that entity to define each member of the table uniquely. 
This means that there must be enough columns to uniquely identify and discriminate 
between rows in a table[8|.
Entity occurrence:
.An entity occurrence (also called an instance) is an individual occurrence of an 
entity. .An occurrence is analogous to a row in the relational table.
Entity classification:
Entities are classified as strong or weak (in some methodologies, the terms used 
are independent or dependent, respectively). .A strong entity is one that does not 
rely on another for identification. A weak entity is one that relies on another for 
identification.
Special Entity Types:
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Associative entities (also known as intersection entities) are entities used to  asso­
ciate two or more entities in order to reconcile a  many-to-many relationship.
Subtypes entities are used in generalization hierarchies to represent a subset of 
instances of their parent entity, called the supertype, but which have a ttribu tes or 
relationships that apply only to the subset. Associative entities and generalization 
hierarchies are discussed in more detail in EER model.
R elat ionships :
.After two or more entities are identified, the participants determine if a rela­
tionship exists between the entities. A relationship is any association, linkage, or 
connection between the entities of interest to the business; it is a significant asso­
ciation between two entities, or between an entity and itself or between a group of 
entities. Each relationship has a name, an optionality (optional or mandatory), and 
a degree (how many). .A relationship is described in real terms.
Rarely will there be a relationship between everv' entity and every other entity in 
an application. If there are only two or three entities, then perhaps there will be rela­
tionships between them all. In a larger application, there are not always relationships 
between one entity and all of the others. .Assigning a name, an optionality, and a 
degree to a relationship helps confirm the validity of that relationship. If you cannot 
give a relationship all these things, then perhaps there really is no relationship at 
all[16j.
Classifying Relationships:
Relationships are classified by their degree, connectivity, cardinality, direction, 
type, and existence. Not all modeling methodologies use all these classifications. 
Degree of a  Relationship:
The degree of a relationship is the number of entities associated with the relation­
ship. The n-ary relationship is the general form for degree n. Special cases are the 
binary, and ternary .where the degree is 2. and 3. respectively. Binary relationships.
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the association between two entities is the most common type in the real world. .A 
recursive binary relationship occurs when an entity is related to itself. An example 
might be "some employees are married to other employees” .
.A ternary relationship involves three entities and is used when a binary relation­
ship is inadequate. Many modeling approaches recognize only binary relationships. 
Ternary or n-ary relationships are decomposed into two or more binary relationships. 
Mapping Cardinalities:
Mapping cardinalities, or cardinality ratios, express the number of entities to 
which another entity can be associated via a relationship set.
Mapping cardinalities are most useful in describing binary relationship sets. For a 
binary relationship set R between entity sets A and B. the mapping cardinality must 
be one of the following:
L. one to one. .An entity in .A is associated with at most one entity in B. and an 
entity B is associated with at most one entity in A. Denoted as: I..I.
2. one to many. .An entity in .A is associated with any number of entities in B. .An 
entity B. however, can be associated with at most one entity in .A. Denoted as: 
L..‘ .
3. many to one. .An entity in .A is associated with at most one entity in B. .An entity 
in B. however, can be associated with any number of entities in .A. Denoted as: 
'.T .
4. many to many. .An entity in .A is associated with any number of entities in B. 
and entity in B is associated with any number of entities in A. Denoted as:
The appropriate mapping cardinality for a particular relationship set is obviously 
dependent on the real world situation that is being modeled by the relationship set. 
Paticipation:
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A constraint represents whether all entity occurrences are involved in a particular 
relationship (referred to as mandatory participation) or only some (referred to a 
opt ional participât ion ) [7].
Direction:
The direction of a relationship indicates the originating entity of a binary relation­
ship. The entity from which a relationship originates is the parent entity; the entity 
where the relationship terminates is the child entity. The direction of a relationship 
is determined by its connectivity. In a one-to-one relationship the direction is from 
the independent entity to a dependent entity. If both entities are independent, the 
direction is arbitrary. W ith one-to-many relationships, the entity occurring once is 
the parent. The direction of many-to-many relationships is arb itrary[18).
E ntity relationship m odel problems:
In each case a problem arises because of a m isinterpretation of the meaning of 
certain relationships. The term connection trap will be used to describe any such 
interpretation error: the terms fan trap and chasm trap  will be applied to particu­
lar cases to indicate the cause of the problem. .A.ny conceptual model will contain 
potential connection traps. Their existence must be recognized so that they can be 
eliminated) 14).
1. Fan trap. The fan trap can arise when three entity types are related to each 
other, but their relationship are represented by a linear structure[6|. That is: 
fan trap  may exist where two or more (1..*) relationship fan out from the same 
entity. The pathway between certain entities is ambiguous. This fan trap  can 
be resolved by restructuring the original entity relation model to represent the 
correct association these entities.
2. Chasm trap. The chasm trap can arise when three entity types are related to 
each other by partly optional relationships. T hat is: A chasm traps may occur 
where there are one or more relationship with a  minimum multiplicity of zero
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(tha t is optional participation) forming part of the pathway between related 
entities. The path way does not exist between certain entity occurrences. To 
solve this problem, the missing relationship needs to be identified.
Summerize
Basic concepts of data modeling has been discussed in this chapter along withen- 
tity relationship modeling. W hat is a d a ta  model, components of a  da ta  model and 
the importance of data model are discussed in detail as well.
For ER modeling, the basic constructs of ER modeling, such as attributes, keys, 
entities and relationships as well as their classifications and properties are expounded 
within the chapter. .\lso some relationship modeling problems are mentioned and 
analvzed.
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CHAPTER 3
DATA PLANNING, ANALYSIS AND MODELING 
For building a database system, it is crucial to establish an accurate and clear 
d a ta  model that can describe the information completely. In order to reach this goal, 
the procedures for data  planning and analysis become extremely im portant. For the 
purpose of capturing the information from forms as completely as possible, attributes 
are extracted before any entity is generated, and then relationships are defined based 
on the associations among entities. Some special care must be taken to guarantee the 
completeness of information collection. The procedures for the ER model design are 
shown in figure 3.1.
Sample Set
The sample of this project is a set of hard copies of forms which contain a variety 
of information about patients medical record.
The total number of forms is 477 of which 95 are distinct. Some forms are similar, 
but are a different version. .\11 the forms are only for 5 patients: 
patient 1 has 4 forms: (3 left. 1 right) 
patient 2 has 12 forms: (6 left . 6 right) 
patient 3 has 111 forms: (56 left . 55 right) 
patient 4 has 62 forms: (33 left . 29 right) 
patient 5 has 288 forms: (186 left . 102 right)
{* left and right indicate the position of the document in the original folder) 
Consider the number of forms of hundreds of thousands of people, it will be
18
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sample classification
Cr content based classification]^^
CC format based classification
attribute extraction














Figure 3.1: The procedures of the ER model design
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incredibly huge. Forms in hard copies have problems of accessibility. An electronic 
database is inevitable and necessarily in the future.
Sample Classification
Data analysis starts  from da ta  classification. Since the sample set is very large, 
data analysis becomes a very difficult task. Classification is a  necessary step, which 
is not only helpful in analyzing and capturing information from these forms, but also 
useful for a ttribu te  extraction and later entity generation. Classification groups the 
forms into different categories.
Content based classification:
Content based classification is done according to the contents of each form. In 
this approach, forms of similar events, are classified into the same category, such as 
medical history, examination laboratory work. etc.
Some of the forms in the same category can be combined into one entity because 
they are related to the same event. This will be discussed later in detail in the entity 
generation section.
In practice, if the content of two forms are related to the same event, they are put 
into the same category. For example; the form called .\ccident Injury Report and the 
form called Employers Report of Industrial Injury both are injur}" reports. They can 
he put into the same category.
In this project, the 95 distinct forms are classified into seventeen categories. Ex­
ample forms are listed below for some categories:
1. Medical history
Sta tem ent o f interim  medical history (patS RS6)
Report o f medical history (patS R51I
2. Examination
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Exam ination request (patS L18)
Medical exam ination (pat4 R16-20)
Report o f medical exam ination (patS RS4)
3. Radiology
Radiographic report (pat3 L24)
Radiological safety investigation report (pat3 L28)
Radiologic consultation request/report (patS L186)
4. Lead
Lead Screening Program Occupational and Medical H istory fpatS L37) 
Lead workers (patS L45)
Blood lead analysis results* (patS L50)
Ô. Drug/alcohol
Drug screen a nd /or alcohol analysis request authorization (pat4 L l7 )  
Alcohol and drug screen urine analysis request (pa tf L21)
Federal drug testing custody and control form  (pat4 L l8 )
6. Treatment
Occupational treatment record (pat2 R3)
Non-occupational treatment record (patI L2)
7. Vaccine/immunization
Record o f hepatitis B  vaccination (pat4 L9)
Schedule o f im m unization (pat4 L5)
Im m unization record (pat4 R3)
Format based classification:
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Format based classification is another approach. In this classification method, the 
format or appearance of a  form is the criteria for classification. The following is the 
rough classification result of the 95 distinct forms with this method.
1. Some of the forms are in table format. They are the tables that let a patient 
or physician or someone else such as technician, nurse or witness fill out the 
information needed.
2. Some records are in text form, such as: questionnaires, memorandums, letters, 
emails etc.
3. Some records are in image form, such as: ECG images, audiogram images, and 
respirograph images.
4. .\n d  some records are a mix of text, tables and images.
.\ttribu tes Extraction 
A t t r ib u te s  n am in g  co n v en tio n :
For the consistency of the attributes extracted by different team members, the 
following name conventions for our modeling are specified:
1. For a ttribu te  names of more than one word, the first word should start with a 
lower case letter and all words following the first s ta rt with an upper case letter.
For one word attribute, it starts with a lowercase letter, e.g. labDataReceivedTime
2. .\ttr ib u te  names must be nouns and always be singular (not plural), e.g. 
collectionFactlity
3. .\ttr ib u te  names must be descriptive and understandable to others not looking 
at the forms, e.g. jobChanqedThvs YearFromLast Year Description
4. .\ttribu tes  should clearly communicate what the entity represents as well as dis­
tinguish it from other attributes with similar names, e.g. prescriytionM edicationStatus
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and prescriptionM edicationDescription. Although these two attributes have 
similar names, they can be distinguished each other by their name. The first 
one is a Boolean attribute. The value of it is yes or no to the question whether 
or not the patient took the prescription medication. The second one is a string 
attribute, it may give a list of prescription medications taken by the patient.
A ttribute capture from forms:
Since the number of forms is large, capturing a ttribu tes from forms becomes very 
tedious and time consuming. Each form should be examined very carefully and all 
the information in the form must be captured, except for what is pre-printed on the 
form that is not filled out by the person or which give machine settings for a certain 
images. In this aspect, there is no uniform approach to this problem. Different 
methods need to be used to capture attributes case by case. These different ways to 
capture attributes from forms are summarized below:
1. Usually each item in a form represents an attribu te , most of them are simple 
attributes. Such as: patien tSSN . patien tD O B . patientSex  etc.
2. In a form that contains images, one image represents one attribute. Such as: 
ECGImaqe. audioqTomlmaqe. respiroqraphlmaqe.
3. Sometimes several extracted attributes are combined into one new attribute 
and the extracted attribu te  becomes the value of the new attribute reducing 
the number of attributes. For example: two attributes called homePhone and 
workPhone which are the extracted attributes in the form are combined into one 
new attribute called phoneType: the homePhone and the workPhone become 
the \-alue of the attribu te  phoneType. Each combination is recorded in the 
document to prevent information loss.
4. Some items in a form m th  a check box are of enumeration type. For example:
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m aritalStatus  for a patient is an enumeration type, the value of it can be single, 
married, divorced, or widowed.
5. There are some multi-valued attributes, such as address and phone. Because a 
person can have zero or more addresses and phone numbers, thus there can be 
a list of addresses or phone numbers for a certain person. This kind of a ttrib u te  
become entities. In our database model, address and phone are entities. There 
exists a relationships directed person to address and from person to phone, and 
the cardinality of tha t relationship can be zero to many. (Entity and relationship 
will be discussed later.)
6. For some questionnaires, there are many questions under a certain categories. 
For each question, there is a value attached to it. We deal with this kind of sit­
uation as composite attributes and multi-valued attributes. For example, there 
are eighteen categories in the entity Respirator Medical Program . There are at 
most 14 questions belonging to each category. The value of each question could 
be yes or no. Sometimes a description needs to be provided if a yes answer is 
chosen. The a ttribu tes in the RespiratorMedicalProgram  are:
respiratorQuestionnaireCategory[0-18] 








p hysicia n Com ment
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patientComment
7. Some attributes can be derived from other attributes in the same entity; these 
attributes are derived attributes. For example: patientAqe  can be derived from 
patientDOB. Thus, patientAge is a derived attribute.
A ttribute archive:
.\n  a ttribu te  description form is designed to record all information about a specific 
attribute. This description form contains twenty five items including the source, 
characteristics, and access limit of an attribute. This form is filled out for each 
a ttribu te  extracted, which generates the necessary archive for information tracing. 
Figure 3.2 is a description form to be filled out for the a ttribu tes archive. There are 
a total of approx 3000 attributes of which 1600 are distinct ones in this archive.
Entity Generation
A ttribute grouping:
The first step of entity generation in this project is a ttrib u te  grouping. .A. proper 
name is attached to the a ttribu te  group afterward. For each form, tens or even hun­
dreds of attributes may be used to describe the information contained in it. Because 
of the diversity of attributes a form can have, it is not feasible to represent a whole 
form by one entity. Usually, a single form is represented by several entities. To put 
these attributes into groups helps to define the entities: some of the groups may be­
come an entity for the whole database. Example groups of a ttribu tes in a certain 
form are shown figure 3.3.
Entity identification:
To identify entities, groups of attributes from various forms that are related to 
the same event are combined. For example, almost every form has an a ttribu te  group 
called Patient. Thus all groups related to Patient can be combined into one entity.
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Figure 3.2: The A ttribute Record Form
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Entities A ttributes
Patient pat ient Last N ame







patient AddressS t reet 




Current Occuptaion agency (companyName) 
organizat ion Unit 
positionTitle
Examination exam ination Purpose 
exam inationDate
Exam in i ngFaci 1 ty examiningFaciiity 
exam i n i ngFaci li tyS t reet 
examiningFaciiityCity 
examiningFacilityState 




present Healt hC ondit ionResponse 
ever HadHeait hCondit ionQuest ion 
everHadHealthConditionResponse
Figure 3.3: .Attributes grouping table
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The total number of entities generated is 82.
All entities are generated from grouping by the following criteria:
1. .A singular noun is used for the entity name. The first letter of each word in the 
entity name is upper case. e.g. M edicalHistory.
2. Entities are divided into weak or strong entities[13|. For example, the entity 
Dependent is a weak entity of the entity Patient, Patient here is a strong entity, 
Since a dependent won't exist if a patient does not exist and Patient can exist 
on its own.
3. Entities are also classified as supertypes or subtypes (generalization or specifica­
tion). .Among the entities that are grouped from the a ttribu tes extracted from 
the forms, there may be some person type entities, such as P atient. Physician. 
Technician. W itness, etc. Some common attributes may exist among these 
subtype entities, such as last Nam e, firstN am e  and m tddlelnitia l. etc. Thus a 
supertype entity Person is formed, containing these common attributes from 
the subtype. ( EER model)
K ey attribute definition:
If an a ttribu te  or several attributes uniquely define an entity, they can be selected 
as the primary key. For example: the attribute classCode in entity WageData can 
uniquely define the entity, thus it can be selected as a primary key. Sometimes all 
the attributes in an entity are selected as keys. In this case, an artificial key needs 
to be created instead of selecting all the attributes as keys. Here is an example: in 
the entity VisionTest. there are three attributes: vision Test Type. msionResultOrScore 
and left Or Right E ye , all three attributes should be selected as keys to uniquely define 
the entity Vision Test, therefore an artificial attributes uisionTestlD  is created as a 
primary key to uniquely defined the entity \  isionTest. Thus, a composite key is
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Entities Attributes Synonyms














Figure 3.4: Entity document table
avoided.
Docum entation:
The database model contains two parts, the document (or a data  dictionary ) and 
the diagram. In order to prevent information loss in the diagram, every entity defined 
is kept in a document. These documents record each a ttribu te  of the entity as well as 
the labels and synonyms of the attributes. Figure 3.4 is an example of a document.
Relationship Establishment 
VVe now deal with objects that are not classified as entities or attributes, but 
represent associations among entities. When entities are defined, relationships among 
these entities need to be established.
Relationship assignment:
For ever}' relationship between entities, the following are specified:
I. Name of the relationship. Normally, a relationship is named using a verb or
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a short phrase including a verb. Again, the first letter of each word in the 
relationship name is in upper case. Whenever possible, a relationship name 
should be unique in our data  model. Such as: LeadsTo between entities In jury  
and Injury Complication. TreatBy between entities Injury  and Treatm ent\9\.
2. Degree of the relationship. In this model, most of the relationships are de­
fined as binary. .\  ternary relationships are relationships among three enti­
ties. Ternary relationships bring great complexity to the implementation. In 
defining a ternary relationship, great care needs to be taken. They are used 
as infrequently as possible in our modeling. .An example ternary relationship. 
PatientReferredBy. is used between Patient. Physician  and Referral, since a pa­
tient is referred by a physician with a  referral. There are relationships between 
Patient and Physician. Patient and Referral. Physician and Referral. These 
three relationships exist at the same time. That is why a ternary relationship 
is used between these three entities.
3. Direction of the relationship. The relationship is associated in a direction that 
indicates that the relationship only has one direction. For example, the re­
lationship IsIdenfiedBy between Person and Identification  is from Person to 
Identification. It makes sense that a Person IsIdenfiedBy Identification. In 
this model, directions are usually defined for binary' relationships, but not for 
ternary relationships.
I. Cardinality of the relationship (usually for binary relationships). Relationship 
cardinality refers to the number of entity instances involved in the relationship. 
For example: Person Siffns zero or more Sitpiatures. The relationship cardinal­
ity is: 0..‘ . .An Injury  can be Reportedby one Injurt)Report. The relationship 
cardinality is l..l[4 |.
•5. Attributes of the relationship. Some relationships have their own attributes.
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Phone CompanyReadiedAt Company CompanyLocatedAt Address
Figure 3.5: Fan trap problem in ER model
For example: the relationship WorksFoT between Person and Contractor has its 
own attributes: startP ate  and endPate. It is necessary to know when a person 
starts and ends his or her contract. .Another example is for ternary relationship 
ExaminedBy among M edicalExamination . Person and Patient. It also has its 
own attributes called exam inerRole. This a ttribu te  makes it clear what kind of 
person, physician or technician, has participated in this relationship. In other 
words, attributes examinerRole  specifies the person who gives the examination 
to the patient.
Relationship problems:
Some problems may arise when creating an ER model. These problems are referred 
to as connection traps, and normally occur due to a misinterpretation of the meaning 
of certain relationships. Two main types of connection traps are:
I. Fan Trap. Where a model represents a relationship between entity types but 
the pathway between certain entity occurrences are ambiguous. Consider the 
relationship in figure 3.5:
It is impossible to give a specific answer to the question: To which address
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l Addt essN— ' -' | c 3 E ^
Address PtioneLocaledAt Phone CompanyReachedAt Company
Figure 3.6: Solution to fan trap  problem in ER model
does the phone number PI belong? The answer can be two addresses .\1 or A2. 
Thus it is ambiguous. This fan trap can be resolved by restructuring the original 
model to represent the correct association between these entities as figure 3.6:
2. Chasm Trap. Where a model suggests the existence of a  relationship between 
entity types but a pathway does not exist between certain entity occurrences]!]. 
Figure 3.7 shows a chasm trap problem.
If we attem pt to answer the question: .At which branch is the property number 
p2 available? we are unable to answer this question, as this property is not 
yet allocated to a member of staff working at a branch.The inability to answer 
this question is considered to be a loss of information, and is the result of a 
chasm trap. The multiplicity of both the sta ff and Property For Rent entities in 
the Oversees relationship has a  minimum value of zero, which means that some 
properties cannot be associated with a branch through a member of staff. There­
fore to solve this problem, we need to identify the missing relationship, which 
in this case is the Offers relationship between the Branch and Property For Rent 
entites. Figure 3.8 shows the correct association between thesis entites.
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Branch|1..1 Has: L. 0..1 Oversees >- o..* PropertyForRent
Branch Has Staff Oversees PropertyForRent





p.. I Oversees >> p..
Staff
PropertyForRent
I . . '
Oversees PropertyForRent
Figure 3.8: Solution to Chasm trap  problem in ER model
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L’ML Notation.
In this data  model. UML notation is used to represent the EER model. The EER 
model is beyond the scope of this thesis and it will not be discussed here in detail. 
But there is something that should be mentioned.
The UML notation is rich and full bodied. It is comprised of two major subdivi­
sions. There is a  notation for modeling the static elements of a design such as classes, 
attributes, and relationships. There is also a notation for modeling the dynamic el­
ements of a design such as objects, messages, and finite state machines] 12]. UML 










In this model we present some of the aspects of the static modeling notation. 
Static models are presented in diagrams called: Class Diagrams] 15].
The UML notation with entities, attributes and relationships is presented below:
I. In L AIL. each entity is shown as rectangle labeled with the name of the entity.
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2. Each relationship type is shown as a line connecting the associated entity types 
labeled with the name of the relationship. A relationship is only labeled in one 
direction. So once the relationship name is chosen, an arrow symbol is placed 
beside the name indicating the correct direction for a reader to interpret the 
relationship name.
3. The L’ML notation uses a diamond to represent relationships with degrees 
higher than binary. In this case, the directional arrow normally associated 
with the name is om itted.
4. .Attributes are listed in the entity rectangle. The first attribute(s) to be listed 
is the primary key for the entity type. The name(s) of the primary key at- 
tributes(s) can be labeled with the tag  PK.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 
In this thesis, an EER model was proposed for an occupational medical informa­
tion system. The EER model is an extension of the traditional ER model. In building 
the complete database model, thousands of attributes were extracted and hundreds 
of entities were generated from a set of ninety five distinct personal medical records. 
Relationships between these entities were defined. Finally, the complete database 
model was represented by a UML class diagram.
The current UML model represents the intermediary step in the design of our 
database. The next step is to translate this model into an actual relational or object 
relational schema followed by normalization steps. In order to completely describe 
the semantics of this database, many dependencies and constraints need to be imple­
mented.
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